Influence of cavity depth on marginal degradation of amalgam restorations
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In a 5-year clinical trial it was observed that the marginal degradation of class-II amalgam restorations could be related to the bulk of the restoration. The association between the occlusal cavity depth and the marginal degradation was observed after 6 months and varied for the different types of alloy. Ridit scores of the marginal degradation were correlated to various indices of the cavity sizes, to assess the possible reason for this association. The possibilities of the relationship being an indirect effect caused by longer condensation times or by poorer condensation due to the use of larger condenser sizes were rejected. Furthermore, the possibility that the association was the result of potential buildup of stresses on the restoration margins caused by flexible cusps and axial walls was not apparent. A possible mechanism may be that marginal degradation is the result of short-term or long-term expansion, or even extrusion of amalgam. Expansion may theoretically be caused over short periods by temperature changes or over long periods by corrosion or phase shifts in the amalgam. The theory does not exclude the role of creep or corrosion and may furthermore explain the lack of correlation between in-vitro tests and in-vivo performance of amalgam restorations.
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In a 5-year clinical trial it was observed that the marginal degradation of class-II amalgam restorations seemed to be influenced by the depth of the cavity preparations (1). This observation was somewhat surprising and warranted further evaluations. It was postulated that four possible mechanisms could explain the phenomenon. First, when deep or large cavities are restored, the operators use larger condensation instruments, resulting in less condensation force and lack of adaptation, porosities, and poorer physical properties of the amalgam (2, 3). This theory would be supported if the marginal degradation could be related also to the volume of the cavities. A second possible mechanism is that the masticatory forces induce stresses at the restoration margins in the cavities with flexible axial walls and cusps (4–8). If this biomechanical mechanism is correct, it was assumed that the margins would show increased degradation in cavities in which high cusp movements are possible—that is, in cavities with deep or wide occlusal parts and with cavity walls diverging in the occlusal direction. The last potential mechanism is a possible dimensional instability of amalgam, resulting in an expansion related to the thickness of the restoration. If expansion of amalgam is the cause of marginal degradation, a variation in the kinetics and degree of degradation as a function of type of alloys could be expected, regardless of the actual cause of the expansion. The different analyses aimed to investigate the most prob-
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Materials and methods

The material comprised 468 class-II amalgam restorations placed by 7 clinicians in 210 patients. An impression was made of the prepared cavity before the tooth was restored with amalgam (Xantopren blue and Optosil, Bayer, Leverkusen, Germany). Casts were made from the impressions within 72 h, using an epoxy material (Durcupan, Fluka AG, Buchs, Switzerland), and examined in a stereomicroscope (Spencer American Optical) at ×10 and ×20 (9). Five different alloys were used: Revalloy (SS White Ltd., U.K.), Indiloy (Shofu Dental Corp., Japan), Tytin (SS White Ltd., U.K.), Dispersalloy (Johnson & Johnson, USA), and Amalcap Non-gamma 2 (Vivadent, Germany). Impressions of the restorations were made each year over 5 years. The marginal degradation of the restorations was scored in accordance with a 6-point ordinal scale, and related to features of the cavity preparations. Statistical analysis of the marginal degradation was performed by transforming the categorical values to ridit scores and by using paired comparison tests utilizing the Bonferroni correction factor. The materials and methods have been described in detail previously (1, 9, 10).
Fig. 3. The ridit means for the restorations placed in cavities with shallow (circles: less than 2 mm), medium (triangles), or deep occlusal depth (squares: more than 3 mm occlusal depth) as a function of the axial cavity walls converging occlusally (open symbols, \(n = 46, n = 175, n = 41\), respectively) or axial cavity walls diverging occlusally (closed symbols, \(n = 43, n = 119, n = 15\), respectively). The numbers at the parallel lines indicate the critical ratios between the mean ridits. Each individual paired comparison requires a critical normal curve value of 2.9 to be at a significance level of \(\alpha = 0.05\), according to the Bonferroni criterion.

**Results**

The ridit values of the restorations placed in large and voluminous cavities were compared with the ridit values of the restorations in small cavities (Fig. 1). There was no relationship between the volume of the cavity and the marginal degradation for either type of alloy. On the other hand, the marginal degradation and the occlusal cavity depth was related, and this was apparent both for the fast-setting and the slowly setting alloys (Fig. 2). The association between the cavity depth and the marginal degradation was seen after 6 months, whereas thereafter the ridit curves were relatively parallel during the next 5 years.

When the restorations were categorized both by the occlusal depth and by the cavity walls’ convergence or divergence in the occlusal direction, statistically significant differences could be observed at 3 years (Fig. 3). When the restorations were categorized by the occlusal depth and width and by the cavity walls’ convergence, the ridit scores of the subgroups were identical.

**Fig. 4.** The ridit means, varying from 0.05 to 0.30, of the restorations placed in cavities with shallow (<2 mm, S), medium (M), and deep (>3 mm, D) occlusal depth made by 5 different alloys. Results after 6 months.

**Fig. 5.** The ridit means, varying from 0.20 to 0.45, of the restorations placed in cavities with shallow (<2 mm, S), medium (M), and deep (>3 mm, D) occlusal depth made by 5 different alloys. Results after 2 years.
The relationship between the marginal degradation and the occlusal cavity depths varied slightly with the different types of alloys and over time (Figs. 4–6). The association between marginal degradation and cavity depth was most marked for Dispersalloy but was almost absent for Revalloy.

Discussion

The time factor is probably an important element for understanding the mechanism of marginal degradation. It was noted that the relationship among the alloys, the cavity depth, and the marginal degradation was seen after 6 months, whereas thereafter the ridit curves were relatively parallel during the next 5 years (Figs. 1, 2, and 4). The observation may signify that the major part of clinically observable marginal degradation or of unobservable microstructural and substructural stresses in the margins develop during the 1st year after placement of the restoration. This theory may explain why in some clinical trials the investigators report alloy-dependent differences after relatively short observation periods but no further discrimination between marginal scores of alloys during the next few years of observation (10–12).

The lack of association between the cavity volume and the marginal degradation was interesting since it could be postulated that the operators would use larger condensation instruments when filling large cavities than when filling small cavities, with subsequent less condensation pressure. Lack of good condensation is one among several manipulative variables that may influence the mercury content and the morphologies and volume fractions of the different phases (13, 14). Thus the lack of relationship to the cavity volume but not to cavity depth indicates that the effect of the condensation time or the condensation pressure cannot explain the observed increased degradation in the deep cavities.

The size of the cavity was calculated as:

\[
\text{CW(average)} \times \text{CW(isthmus)} \times \text{CW(dovetail)} \times \frac{\text{PC(isthmus)} \times \text{PC(gingiva)} \times \text{depth} \times \text{MR-GM}}{2}
\]

where \(\text{CW} = \text{occlusal cavity width}, \text{PC} = \text{proximal buccolingual extension}, \text{MD} = \text{mesiodistal extension}, \text{and MR-GM} = \text{distance between the marginal ridge and gingival margin.}

Higher ridit scores were observed for the restorations placed in cavities with axial walls diverging occlusally than in the other cavities (Fig. 3). The increase was especially marked in the cavities with remaining thin flexible cusps—that is, cavities with large occlusal buccolingual extensions. Although the differences between the subgroups were not statistically significant, the data partly support the biomechanical mechanism (4–7). However, the increase may also be explained by the low amalgam margin angles frequently present under these conditions (15–17). Moreover, although the depth of the occlusal part is known to affect the strength of the remaining tooth, the association between the marginal degradation and the cusp rigidity disappeared when the occlusal cavity depth was included as a further categorization criterion. The observations in
the present study therefore do not show whether or how a biomechanical mechanism plays a role in the marginal degradation of amalgam restorations.

The third potential explanation of the relationship between the bulk of the restoration and marginal degradation is a possible short- or long-term dimensional instability of amalgam. This amalgam expansion would be different from the well-known expansion of zinc-containing amalgams, resulting from contamination of certain solutes with specific pH values. A close relationship between marginal degradation and extrusions of the proximal and the occlusal parts of the restorations was observed in two clinical trials for three different types of alloy (18, 19). Extrusion of amalgam was also indirectly registered as an increased frequency of the score ‘Catch of explorer towards restoration’ compared with the base-line evaluation in another 4-year trial (20). However, reports of observations in clinical trials of a possible extrusion of amalgam restorations are sparse (21, 22). Furthermore, among several clinical in-vivo wear studies of dental materials only two have reported a negative wear of amalgam restorations—that is, extrusion of the restorations (23, 24). Comparisons of the wear rates in the latter studies are, however, difficult because of the great variation of the measuring techniques and the presentation of the results. Finally, only one authoritative dental material textbook states that amalgam continuously expands due to the corrosion, but the abrasive forces constantly reduce the occlusal surfaces (25). Unfortunately, the authors fail to present references to support this statement.

In-vitro studies have shown that amalgam may undergo a phase transformation shift of gamma-1 to beta-1 (26), gamma-2 to eta (27), and beta-1 to alpha-1 (28). These phase changes induce voids (29), change of the mechanical properties (30), and expansion (31, 32). When the short- and long-term expansion of unrestricted and restricted cylindrical amalgam specimens are compared, the latter expand more lengthwise (33–35), and the speed and degree of expansion were shown to be related to the type of alloy (35).

Both the rate of phase transformation and the change of creep have been shown to depend on the temperature (36–38). Thus, the data from the in-vitro studies indicate that there may be a possible association between the phase transformations and the creep values, and a relationship to the marginal degradation has been suggested (35, 39, 40).

In addition to the potential long-term expansion, short-term intermittent expansion and contraction of amalgam due to temperature changes may also lead to fatigue fractures and subsequent degradation of the margins (41, 42). Although it is uncertain which is the more important, or even correct, the two alternative mechanisms explaining the association between the restoration bulk and the marginal degradation are not contradictory.

The many suggested mechanisms for the marginal degradation of amalgam restorations may seem to conflict (43, 44), but an explanatory model may interrelate the various theories: marginal degradation is the result of dimensional instability caused by corrosion, temperature changes, diffusion and reallocation of mercury, and transformation of the different phases of the matrix. To what extent the expansion will lead to fatigue fracturing, microcracking, or extrusion is also related to the roughness of the cavity wall, the adaptability of the specific alloy, and the mechanical properties of the alloys. The creep and corrosion behavior of freshly mixed amalgams will only give imprecise long-term indications since these properties change continuously with the phase shifts (45) and loading stresses (46). The factors that have been found to influence these properties also affect the long-term dimensional stability of amalgam. The different clinical behavior of restorations made from various alloys with practically identical creep and corrosion properties may be caused by a different inter-and intra-crystalline location of Sn, Zn, or impurities in the matrix, factors that are known to be connected with the long-term phase shifts (31, 47, 48). If expansion of amalgam occurs intra- orally, the extrusion would be observable at all margins.
However, proximal degradation is difficult to record clinically, and only one study has so far been published in which a positive correlation between the occlusal and the proximal degradation was observed (49). The influence of the cavity depth on marginal degradation may explain the conflicting conclusions in reports in which the marginal degradation has been correlated to the buccolingual cavity widths (2, 50), because when a cavity is extended buccolingually, the cavity depth usually, but not always, also increases. Furthermore, the model may explain why the marginal leakage is less for restorations placed in cavities with rough cavity walls than with smooth walls (51). In addition, the theory is not in conflict with any results from marginal leakage tests (52). Finally, the model may explain the dissimilarities of the morphologic appearances of early marginal ditching seen, for example, between the well-adapted Tytin compared with the less well adapted Dispersalloy (53).
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